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collection of sculptures which are embarked on

board the French vessel, the Manuel, and which

may be expected to arrive in June, the following

memorandum is subjoined, which was drawn up by

Mr. Loftus, and forwarded to Sir H. Rawlinson

previous to the despatch of the marbles from Mo

sul. The letters and figures refer to a general

plan of the excavations of the North Palace at

Koyunjik, which it is not thought necessary at

present to publish.

Memorandum Q/Ncw Sculpture/ram the North Palace,

Koyunjik.

Ascending Passage II.

6.12. shim-Journey to the Hunting Field. Figures 3' 8‘

high.

Slabs l—7 in continuous series.

Fig. l. l'iunuch with Nets on a long pole over his left

shoulder; pegs attached to the edges of the nets.

Fig. 2. Eunuch with two poles on shoulder; one thrust

through two balls of cord. Two rods in right hand;

ropes with pegs in left.

Figs. 3 and 4. Boy leading Mule laden with nets

Fig. 5. Eunuch driving Mule with stick.

Figs, 6, 7, 8. Same as 3, 4, 5.

Fig. 9. Same as 2—legs destroyed.

Fig. 10. Same as l-lcgs destroyed.

Fig. I]. Eunuch with bundle of stakes.

Fig. 12. Same as l and 10.

Figs. l3, l4. Ennuch with Lion Hound; part of a

second dog ; the remainder and next slab gone.

Blobs 8 and 9.—Man with Dog followed by man on horse.

N. W. side-Returning from the Chase.

Slab 23. —Five Eunuchs carrying a wounded Lion on

their shoulders,—two holding his legs.—-l-lend of a second

Lion (body on next slab wanting).

Slabs 25-2B.—Four Eunuehs carrying wounded Lion, as

on Slab 23 (head on slab 24 wanting).

Archer Guard looking back.

Six Eunuchs bearing a dead Lion.

Eunuch with Bird's Nest and Bird.

Eunuch with Bird's Nest and dead Hare.

Two Eunuchs with shields and spears.

Archer Guard.

Chamber S.

Entrance (a) l.—-Animai rampant with Lion's Body, grif

flu's feet, and serpent's head; followed by figure, half

hurnan, wearing three-horned cap. The lower extremities

those ofa Liam-Rather weather worn at top. Size of slab,

4' 7' high by a’ or wide.

Slabs 3, 4.—Lion Hunt from about. Jungle at top and

bottom of slabs; soldiers, men, and dogs in leashes, beating

for game. A Lion taking to the river in the centre of the

slab, on which is a thirty'oared, double-banked galley,

steered by two long oars; prow rising into the form of a

horse's head; stern with high curve. A second Lion,

springing, is received at the bow by three spearmen, while

the principal figure is shooting an arrow at the assailant.

A dead Lion, tied all-fours, slings from the stern-Slabs

weather worn. Size, 5' 4' by 9.’ 6' and .‘i' 4;)‘.

Slab 6.—5ame subject continued. Two saddled horses

in a four-cared bont-.—Much weather worn. 5' 4' by

3' lOi".

Entrance lb) 1, !.-Two slabs with the same subjects.

Upper compartmentsz-Two Lion-headed human figures

with griihn‘s feet, facing each other, with meets and

daggers. A similar figure following a human-footed figure,

of which only the legs are left. Lower compartment :

The same figure as in the Susa Chamber 1'‘. Nos. ii and 13,

with upper part human; lower that of a Lion; but much

more perfect and preserved-Fine slabs.

The remainder of the slabs in this chamber are divided

into three compartmcnts,—upon the two upper of which is

represented a series of Royal Hunts; and on the lower the

chase of the wild ass, gazelle, deer-The whole is in high

relief, and very fine.

Slob 6.—(l) A groom lending a saddled horse, preceded

by two footmen.-—(2) The king's horse, richly csparisoned,

led by a spearman, preceded by two bowmen.—(3) Two

men catching a wild ass with a rope ;-two nsses galloping;

one kicking most viciously-Slab perfect, and beautifully

executed.

Slabs 7, 8, 9.—(3) Asses at full gallop-Fragment of the

upper portion of one of these slabs, found on the floor,

shows the King shooting.-Four bows, with suppllant and

dead men before him;—-bchind are attendants with spears

and arrows.

Slob lit-(2) Legs of guards.—(3) Asses in flight, one

rearing, shot through by an arrow.

Slab ll.—4l) Man in a box upon a cage or trap, releasing

a Lion by pulling up a slide-(2i Two dead Lions exa

mined by Huntsman-Four men paying obeisance to the

King-13) Asses pursued by dogs, and wounded with arrow.

—Very fine.

Slab 11-12) The King dismounted, leading his horse,

his attendant also leading his-(3) The King, at full gallop,

discharging an arrow at the wild asses.—Two mounted

attendants following, with arrows and spenrs.—-The King's

dress is slashed at the sleeves, and covered with minute

ornamont.—This slab is most beautiful.

blah l3.—(li The King throttling a Lion with one hand,

while the other is driving a sword through the body of the

animal- —Two attendants behind,—one with bows and

arrows, the other leading a horse which appears on next

“HIP-i2] “'9 King at full gallop, driving a spear down the

Lion I throat as he is in the act of springing.—llehlnd is a

51m)‘ horm- Without rider, seized on the huunches by a

wo‘mded L“lib-l3) The King's led horse at full gallop.

2543:“!!! ilslppothcr horse standing, held by grown-A mo!

Slab l4.—1!)

1 covered with trees.
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Lion on the horse's hnunchesz-one is flogging his horse,

the other carries aspear.—(3) Gazelles and young browsing.

Slab l5.-(3) Gazelles in flight ;—one killed by an arrow,

another wounded.

Slab l6.—(3) Portion only. The King, on one knee,

taking aim from behind a screen. Attendant handing two

BI’I'UWSs

Slabs l7, l8.—Lower halves-Part of a circular inclosure

of nets, within which wounded deer are in flight over rocks

Outside are two men,-one staking the

nets, and the other dragging a dead stag from beneath them.

Entrance (d) l.—l-‘our figures, same as on the upper com

partments of slabs at entrance (b), but on larger scale.—(ln

a small cell at the base were five small dogs in clay painted

different colours; each with inscription on the left side.

Now in the Museum.)-Two circular bases of columns (6 ft.

diam.).

It may be added, that the North Palace,

from which all these marbles have been ex

cavated, was a work of Asshur-bani-pal, the

son of Esar Haddon,—and must date, therefore,

from about the middle of the seventh century B.c.

The has-reliefs in many cases represent the wars

which the monarch in question conducted against

the Armenians in the north, and the Chaldnzans

and Susians in the south; but they more frequently

refer to his exploits at the chose, to which he seems

to have been passionately devoted. There are nume

rous inscriptions also illustrative of the various

scenes represented; and one large clay cylinder

(now in fragments, but which, it is hoped, may be

restored) contains a complete set of the Royal

Annals to a very late period of the monarch's

reign.
 

OUR. “'EEKLY GOSH’.

THE death of Dr. Rothman~announced in the

papers this week—leaves vacant the offioe of Regis

trar to the University of London. The salary paid

to Dr. Rothmnn was 5001. a year; and we presume

the same will be paid to his successor. The Regis

trar has to attend all meetings of the Senate,

to keep the minutes and prepare agenda, to conduct

the most important portion of the correspondence,

domestic and foreign, to examine the certificates

of candidates for the various degrees, to communi

oats as occasion may require with persons requir

ing information relating to the University, to

superintend the accounts, and, in short, to exer

cise a general control, under the authority of the

Senate, over the affairs of the University.

Prof. Owen, we understand, has been recom

mended by the Trustees of the British Museum to

the Government for the post ofChief of the Natural

History Department in that institution. Some

years ago the Commissioners suggested the up

pointment of two Chiefs,——one of the Literary

Department, the other of the Natural History

Department. The suggestion was obviously a wise

one, for no living man is everlikely to combine the

attainments of a Cuvier and a Magliabecchi ; and

the arrangement is now to be substantially carried

out with the consent of Lord Palmerston, which,

we presume, is only a matter of form. Mr.

Panizzi has obtained charge of the literary treasures.

The charge of our vast collections of Natural

History should fall into the hands of Prof. Owen.

Among the changes caused by the retirement of

Sir Henry Ellis no change will give greater

satisfaction than that which places our most

valuable treasures of natural history under the

superintendence of our most accomplished natu

ralist. This appointment of Prof. Owen will not,

we hope and believe, interrupt the services of any

of the very able gentlemen who at present occupy

the chief places in the several sections.

Sir John Bowring's work on Siam, which is

nearly completed, has grown, we understand, into

a more important book than was at first intended.

Sir John has obtained a large and intelligent

assistance from the King of Siam, who is now a

Fellow of our Royal Asiatic Society; and he has,

in fact, written a History of Siam, as well as an

account of his own prosperous mission to that

country.

Dr. R. Dundas Thomson has been elected by the

Senate of the University of London to the Exami

nership in Chemistry (in Arts) vacated by Prof.

Graham, on his appointment to the Mnstership of

the Mint.

Many books of promise are announced as in the

Two of the King's attendants pursuing the : press, as our advertisement columns show. Mr.

Murray advertises ‘ Memoirs of Sir Robert Peel,’

by the Earl Stanhope,—‘Wanderings in Northern

Africa,’ by Mr. Hamilton,—and ‘A Narrative of

the Voyage up the Tschadda,’ by Mr. Baikie.—

Messrs. Chapman &, Hall announce ‘Cornelius

Agrippa,’ by Mr. Morley,—-‘The Ring and theVeil, ’

by Mr St. John,-—-and ‘TheBorder Lands ofSpain.’

Messrs. Hurst 8s Blackett announce as forthcoming

‘ Memoirs of the Court of the Regency, from Origi

nal Family Documents,’ by the Duke of Bucking

ham and Chandos, in 2 vols, with p0rtraits,—

‘ Eastern Hospitals and English Nurses: the Nur

rative of Twelve Months‘ Experience in the Hos

pitals of Koulali and Scutari,’ by A Lady Volun

tear, in 2 vols, with illustrations,—‘A Summer in

Northern Europe; including Sketches in Sweden,

Norway, Finland, the Aland Isles, Gothland, &c.,'

by Selina Bunbury, in 2 vols.,—‘ Lake Ngami; or,

Explorations and Discoveries during Four Years

in the \Vilds of South-\Vestern Africa,’ by Charles

John Andersson, in 1 "01., with upwards of fifty

illustrations,—and, for lighter readers, new novels

by Mrs. Gore, Mrs. Trollope, Miss Jewsbury, the

Author of ‘Emilia \Vyndham,’ Sir Edward Bel

cher, and Capt. Chamier.—Messrs. Smith & Elder

announce the fourth volume of Mr. Ruskin's

‘Modern Paintera,’—Chevalier Bunsen's ‘Signs

in the Times,'—Mr. Kaye's ‘Life of Sir John

Malcolm.'—Mr. Bentley has in the press M.

Guizot‘s ‘ History of Richard Cromwell.’-—Messrs.

Blackwood announce ‘ A History of Greece under

Ottoman and Venetian Domination,‘ by Dr.

George Finlay,—aud a new poem, ‘Bothwell,’

by Prof. Aytoun.-—Messrs. Low have in the

rose ‘The Hills of the Shatemuc,‘ a tale by

liss \Varner,—and a translation of M. De Bazan

court's ‘ Expedition to the Crimea.'—Messrs.

Longmnn & Co. have in the press Volumes VII.

and VIII. of Lord John Russell's ‘Memoirs of

Moore,'—Dr. Vehse's ‘Memoirs of the Austrian

Court, -—-and ‘Shakspeare’s England,’ by Mr.

Thornbury.

Lieut. Burton courteously favours us with areply

to the question of Mr. Bonomi.—

" H, St. James's Square, April I.

"Perhaps you will allow me space in your

columns for reply to a question addressed by

Mr. Bonomi through the Alltcmcum of the 29th

ult. I did not accompany Mr. Hamilton on his

interesting journey to Taif, and to him solely

belongs the merit of the discovery. The Arabs

themselves appear ignorant of the existence of

such inscriptions. But at Constantinople my

friend gave me certain particulars, and I still hope

that he will publish his journey in ammo. In

\Vndy Laymun Mr. Hamilton found the outlines

of a gigantic seated figure scratched on red granite

rock, and looking down the valley towards Meccah.

In front were remains ofwhat appeared a cartouche,

and several inscriptions were found on the neigh

bouring rocks.—-I am, &c., RICH. F. BURTON."

Two new serials claim a word of announcement.

The first in size as in time is Mr. Mayhew's ‘Great

\Vorld of London,’-a book for all classes and all

places. Mr. Mayhew has opened for himself a

new way to fame. He has found a theme of his

own, or one which he has made his own by study.

His work opens vividly and freshly. At first

thought London strikes one as a worn subject:

for have we not Histories of London, Surveys of

London, Curiosities of London, Handbooks of

London, Strangers‘ Guides to London, Pictorial

Sketches of London, Streets of London, Clubs of

London, Prisons of London, and London Labour

and the London POOl‘l Yet, in Mr. Mayhew’s

hands, so vast is his view, so minute is his know

ledge, the theme appears almost virgin. This air of

novelty springs from the originality of the observa

tionson which thework is based. Mr. Mayhew is no

decanter of other men's work :—he sees with his

own eyes, hears with his own cars, describes with

his own hand directly from nature. Where he

borrows, he borrows honestly and with fair

acknowledgment. ‘The Great World of London'

deserves and should command success.—‘ Old

Times‘ is a work by a serial writer new to us, Mr.

William Wills. Its ground appears to be Irish

artistic life, and the tale opens sweetly and

poetically. That the author can write is proved
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enormous crime is perpetrated under unusual and

eccentric circumstances. The pamphlet contains

many very sensible and judicious observations,

which we command to the notice of medical jurists.

Munwriom in its Relation to Health and Disease,

and the Present State of Medicine. By William

Neilson, Esq. (Edinburgh, Sheppard & Elliot.)

—This work—like most of its kind—denounces

doctors, exultingly proclaims the imperfections of

medical science, and holds up mesmerism as the

veritable panacea for nearly all our bodily and

many of our spiritual ills. The author gives us

the usual collection of wonderful cures accom

plished by his favourite agency, and at the same

time deals largely in various other kinds of trans

cendentalism. Homoeopathy, the od-force, hydro

pathy, (we miss spirit-rapping) are all taken into

commendably impartial favour; the appetite for

one of these wonders being generally ready, we

notice, for the whole group. To those whose per

verted tastes give them a relish for such material,

we may say that although they will find nothing

new or newly put in the present work, they will

probably ‘like it for its ready and rather pleasing

at is.
yThe Present Stale of the Theory and Practice of

bledicine .- an Introductory Lecture to the Clan of

the Institutes of Medicine in the University of Edin

burgh. By John Hughes Bennett, M.D. (Edin

burgh, Sutherland & Knox.)—There is a freshness

in this production which we do not often find in

introductory lectures. We have read it with

lsasure; it possesses many features of great

interest, and is eminently scientific and philo

sophical in its tone.

Common Sense versus Homeropafliy. By Samuel

Knaggs, M..R.C.S. (Churchill.)—This may be a

very seasonable production, but we have lost all

faith in the susceptibility to the influences of

common sense of partizans of the several pseudo

sciences which at the present day spring up in such

rapid succession. There is a class of the community

always thirsting for thaumaturgic doctrines, and

ready to embrace all and each if they assume the

form and phraseology of science, no matter how

opposed these may be to "common sense.” Even

spirit-rapping and talking-tables have not been too

much for this wonder-loving appetite. \Ve fear

that popular credulity concerning hommopathy will

more or less abide until it obtains some other cor

responding folly upon which to feed. For our own ‘

parts, we are at one with Liebig, whose saying is l

quoted by our author, “homceopatby treats truth

with scorn, and bids defiance to common sense.”

We must not, however, omit to state that Mr.

Knaggs’s brochure is a well-writtenand thoroughly

judicious production.
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FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

Naples, March 12.

Fon the last three months Vesuvius has been

more or less threatening an eruption, and within

the last fortnight it has been so demonstrative that

strangers “ were sure something was going to hap

pen." “ Do you really think that there will be an

eruption Z" has been asked of me fifty times a day.

And then, answering their own question in the

aflirmative, thereby saving me from much embar

rassment, my eager friends have proceeded to re

count their own observations, or the floating gossip

of the day. To tell the truth, there has been some

ground for the excitement ; for such a huge volume

of smoke as has been coming forth for full a month I

had not seen for a long time. Then the smoke has

at times been quite illuminated, and scorise have

been thrown out, and ashes have been sent so far

as tocover the houses in Torre del Greco. Most

wonderful of all, it has been asserted that fish, not

liking their quarters too well, have jumped out of

the volcano, or, being thoroughly cooked, have been

thrown out for the benefit of the famished mortals

below. There is so much that is both true and false

in these statements that I think it worth while to

send you a true report, for which I am principally

indebted to Signor Palmieri, the celebrated Director

of the Royal Meteorological Observatory on Vesu

vius. On the 1st of the month considerable fire was

seen on the top of the mountain, and his conclusion

was that an eruption was imminent; but this only

marked another phase of the little eruption which

began on the 19th of December last, and of which I

spoke to you at the time. On the 30th of December

the mountain threw up a great quantity of red

ashes, and then through the whole of Junuary

a copious smoke. In the month of February ashes

were again thrown out, and being carried by the

north wind in the direction of Bosoo Trecase, pro

duced that phenomenon which has of late been so

much spoken of as the ejection of fish from the

mountain. The true explanation is this: the ashes

falling on the terraces of the houses in the village of

Bosco Treosse destroyed and converted into so

many mummies a great quantity of snails, which,

according to their custom, “ were making a night

of it." The report immediately got about that

fish had been thrown out, and many a stranger

has left Naples the bearer of this wonderful tale.

Palmieri says that the historians of the remarkable

eruption of 1631 make a similar statement, and

that, anxious to verify or disprove it, he not only

ascended to the top of the cone on a fishing expe

dition, but went to the village of Trecase. The

result was as I have mentioned. On the 28th of

February the new mouth uttered some slight into

nations, and sent forth some matter of the consis

tence of paste. This, on cooling, became brown

scoriae. On the let of this month a yet greater

quantity was thrown up, and the mass beneath

was so elevated that sometimes the smoke was

strongly illuminated. On the same day, ashes of a

dark colour, and slightly magnetic, fell for the third

time. Palmieri remarks as worthy of observation

that the disturbance of the diurnal period of the

needles of Lamont very much resembles that ob

served by Padre della Torre in the eruption of

1767, and is very different from what he had ob

served in May of last year. Vesuvius is still in an

agitated state, but the outward manifestations are

not perhaps so striking as they were at the begin

ning of the month. They are suflricient, however, to

give strength to the hopes ofthe traveller who turns

his longing eyes towards the cloud-covered moun

tain, and asks you for the hundredth time, “ Now,

do you really think we shall have an eruption '1"

H.

OUR “’EEKLY GOSSIP.

Mr. Layard, in re-assuming the cities of Loni

Rector of Aberdeen, has ofl‘ered two prizes to

competition. The first prize is ofiiered for a paper

‘On the Influence of Liberty and Commerce on

Literature and the Arts, as illustrated by the

Greek and Italian Republics.’ The prize is to be

a copy of Mr. Layard's own works. The second

prize is ofi‘ered for a paper on the question

 

‘ “’hether are Despotic or Free Governments more

likely to pursue an aggressive policy towards other

States? the discussion of the question to be illus

trated by references both to ancient and modern

history.‘ The second prize is to be a complete

set of Mr. Hallam’s works. ‘Vhich of these prizes

will the Aberdeen students try to win? Mir.

Hallnm counts more volumes than Mr. Layard;

and without raising the question of comparative

values-a question which our modesty would not

permit us to discusswith the Member forAylesbnry

—we think the canny Scot may not unlikely strive

for ten solid volumes and the name of a second

prize, rather than three volumes and nominal

honours.

The following question needs no introduction :

—“In 1851 I subscribed to the ‘ Jubilee Edition

of the Works of King Alfred the Great.’ I was

induced to do so from seeing on the committee

the names of Chevalier Bunsen, the Bishops of St.

Davids and Oxford, Lords Ellesmere, Mahon and

Londesborough, Dr. Whewell and Drs. Bell,

Bosworth and Pauli, and Messrs. Akerman, B.

Thorpe and T. “'right announced with others as

‘ editors and contributors.’ I have never received

more than a part of one volume, and now write

to ask you what has become of the Society, and

what prospect there is of the work being com

pleted.-—E. G. R."—Possibly one of the gentlemen

whose names appear as the public guarantee that

the undertaking shall proceed will be good enough

to answer our Cox-respondent's query.

The rush of War illustrations is slowly subsiding.

Mr. Wyld has published a Treaty Map of Europe,

showing at a glance the various territorial acqui

sitions of Russia during the past century, together

with the new boundary line on the Danube. Mr.

Gambart has issued a plate containing portraits of

the Members of the late Council of ‘Var-a

council swept out by the new council or Congress

of Peace. The picture, nevertheless, has acsrtain

historical interest.

Messrs. Chapman & Hall announce a new popu

lar library, which is to contain a selection from the

best of their expensive copyrights, under the title,

“ Select Library of Biography and General Litera

ture." The first of the series is to appear next

week.

“’ood that will not burn-stone that will not

splinter-such is a new fibrous substance of which

a. specimen has been sent to us from a new com

pany, with offices in the clouds and a mill at Staines.

The substance is hard and firm, capable of a fine

surface, cheap and durable, admits paint or polish,

has the beauty of marble, and the lightness of deal.

It seems to us capable of many uses : and we

understand that at present it is being used for the

interior lining of the great dome of the British

Museum.

Mr. Bonomi desires to ask a question of Mr.

Burton.—

“Lindsey House, Chelsea, March.

“ In Vol. 111., page 137, of Mr. Burton’s in~

teresting work, ‘ Personal Narrative of a Pil

grimage to El-Medinah and Meccah,’ there is

mention, in a note, that the Abbe Hamilton had

discovered in the rocks of ‘Vady Laymun, near

Mecca, ‘ a proof of the presence of Sesostris

(Ramses II).’ This is a most interesting an

nouncement, and a fact of great value in an histor

ical point of view. Many of your readers would be

thankful for any further information respecting the

rock sculpture alluded to, with which perhaps the

Abbé Hamilton, orhis fellow-traveller, Mr. Burton,

seeing this, would favour the world through your

columns. There is great reason to believe that

this document, like that sculptured on the rocks

of the Nahr al Kalb, is one of those stale mentioned

by Herodotus, which the great Egyptian monarch

set up in the countries he subdued, and that it

marks the boundary of his empire in the direction

of Mecca-I am, &c. J. Bosom.”

A Correspondent, who sends us privately his

address, writes, in answer to a former question by

Mr. Bonomi:-—-“My attention has been drawn

to Mr. Bonomi's letter in the Athemeum of the

22nd inst. I have not seen M. de Saulcy‘s book,

but if any more recent description of the state of
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